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Behavioural phenotypes may provide a means for identifying individuals that disproportionally contribute to disease spread and epizootic outbreaks. For example, bolder phenotypes may experience greater exposure and susceptibility to pathogenic infection because of distinct interactions with conspecifics and their environment. We tested the value of behavioural phenotypes in larval amphibians for predicting ranavirus transmission in experimental trials. We found that behavioural phenotypes characterized by latency-to-food and swimming profiles were predictive of disease susceptibility and infectiousness defined as the capacity of an infected host to transmit an infection by contacts. While viral shedding rates were positively associated with transmission, we also found an inverse relationship between contacts and infections. Together these results suggest intrinsic traits that influence behaviour and the quantity of pathogens shed during conspecific interactions may be an important contributor to ranavirus transmission. These results suggest that behavioural phenotypes provide a means to identify individuals more likely to spread disease and thus give insights into disease outbreaks that threaten wildlife and humans.

1. Introduction

While individual variation in susceptibility to pathogens is an important driver of disease dynamics, some individuals are much more effective at transmitting infections and thus can disproportionally contribute to the risk of disease outbreaks. A priori identification of such individual hosts is challenging, but essential to understanding and potentially managing disease outbreaks. These hosts are expected to have greater probabilities of (i) infection given pathogen exposure (susceptibility), (ii) transmission of pathogens per contact, (iii) contacts, (iv) harbouring or shedding greater pathogen populations and (v) persistence with infection (tolerance) [1–3]. Because host behaviour and physiology underlie such disease dynamics, functional traits that integrate and represent characteristic phenotypes could be valuable in the a priori identification of ‘super-spreaders’—individuals with a disproportionate potential to spread disease [1,2,4].

Animals often exhibit a spectrum of behavioural phenotypes ranging from bolder-aggressive individuals to passive individuals [5,6]. Relatively bolder individuals often forage more to support faster development and growth rates, compared with passive and slower-growing individuals [7–10]. For bolder animals, these behaviours may induce greater exposure to pathogens, as they exploit more habitat space and food sources [11]. For example, larval amphibians exhibit consistent bold phenotypes associated with high foraging, growth and development rates, whereas passive larvae exhibit solitary swimming behaviours and lower foraging rates [8,9]. In larval amphibians, such behavioural phenotypes are also predictors of behaviours to resist macro-parasites [12]. How behavioural phenotypes influence infectious disease transmission, however, is unclear. Behavioural phenotypes could underlie disease transmission, because variation among individuals in activity and...
conspecific interactions could influence both exposure to pathogens and host infectiousness. Infectiousness is defined as the capacity of an infected host to transmit an infection by contact with a susceptible host [1,2,13]. Here, we measured infectiousness as the proportion of susceptible animals infected after exposure to an infected conspecific. In addition, associated growth and developmental traits could also influence susceptibility and infectiousness of differing host phenotypes if these life-history patterns influence metabolic and immunity trade-offs [11,14–16].

Here, we used a larval amphibian and ranavirus disease system to test the hypothesis that behavioural phenotypes are predictive of both susceptibility to infection and infectiousness. To characterize behavioural phenotypes of individuals, we established replicate groups in which we measured foraging, movement patterns, growth and development in association with latency-to-food, a repeatable behavioural assay of competitiveness [8]. We then exposed these groups to conspecifics experimentally infected with ranavirus, an emerging disease of ectotherms [17]. Through manipulation and quantification of disease dynamics, we show that behavioural phenotypes can be a predictive tool for identifying individuals that disproportionately contribute to disease outbreaks.

2. Material and methods

Larvae from wild collected wood frog (Lithobates sylvaticus) eggs (IDNR permit no. NH12.5566) were sorted into and maintained in 20 replicate groups of eight larvae per tank (SIU IACUC no. 12-011). Individuals (n = 160 total) were tagged with unique subcutaneous elastomer tags (Northwest Marine Technology, Inc.) [18]. We quantified behavioural phenotypes in all animals by measuring time spent foraging, swimming and resting during 3 min observations repeated three times over a week. We also measured latency-to-food (how long all individuals took to find food) after a 24 h food restriction (referred to as ‘latency’ hereafter) (see the supplementary methods). These traits characterize boldness (short latency, low swimming rates) and passive (long latency, high solitary swimming rates) phenotypes in larval wood frogs [8], and were tested as predictors of disease transmission in trials.

(a) Infection and transmission trials

A focal animal from each group (smallest or largest per tub, by mass) was infected by 24 h exposure to a lethal dose (10^5 pfu ml^-1) of FV3-like ranavirus [17], and then reintroduced to their groups for 24 h transmission trials. Circulating water past UV filters inactivated free virions, restricting infections to direct transmission. To test how variance in focal phenotypes influenced infectiousness via direct transmission, focal contacts, along with the time focals spent aggregated within one body length of non-focals, were quantified. Three focals died and their tanks were excluded. Immediately after trials, focal animals were placed in 40 ml of water for 1 h to test if shed virus was associated with infectiousness. Focal animals were euthanized and the livers extracted. Non-focal animals were placed in individual 500 ml containers and monitored for survival until metamorphosis. Infection status was quantified via quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) of all livers. The infectiousness of the focal animals was measured as the proportion of infected non-focals.

(b) Viral shedding and viral load quantification

Viral DNA was extracted from water samples (following [19]) and livers (Puregene; Life Technologies), and quantified by qPCR using standard primers and probes for the ranavirus major capsid protein in a StepOnePlus™ System (Applied Biosystems) [17].

Figure 1. Focal infectiousness (percentage non-focals infected) was predicted by focal latency-to-food and swimming behaviours (measured prior to transmission trials) (a), and was associated with focal viral shedding rates (shed viral DNA imputed for two focals) (b) and contacts (c).

(c) Statistical analyses

To test if infectiousness was predicted by mean swimming, foraging and latency-to-food behaviours of focals, we used a general linear model (GLM) with Gosner developmental stage as a covariate. Note that focal size class had no association with disease outcomes. For focal behaviours during transmission, a GLM was used to test for associations between focal Gosner stage, viral shedding rates, contacts and time aggregated with non-focals. To assess if susceptibility to infection in non-focals was predicted by their latency-to-food, we used mixed-effects logistic regression with tub as a random factor. Logistic regression was also used to test if developmental rates were associated with the probability of death due to infection, because development
is an important factor in ranavirus infection [17]. Cox proportional hazards models estimated the effects of development and growth rates, latency-to-food, and liver viral loads on time to death and metamorphosis. All analyses were conducted in JMP v. 11.0 [20].

3. Results

Focal larvae infectiousness (proportion of non-focals infected) was negatively associated with time spent swimming (figure 1a; \(F_{1,12} = 7.8, p = 0.02; n = 17\)) and latency-to-food (\(F_{1,12} = 8.1, p = 0.02\)) behaviours measured prior to infection; foraging and Gosner developmental stage had no effect. While there was no multicollinearity, these behaviours were correlated \((\text{swim} \times \text{forage}: r = -0.38, p < 0.001; \text{latency} \times \text{forage}: r = -0.25, p < 0.01; \text{latency} \times \text{swim}: r = 0.23, p < 0.01\)). The proportion of non-focals infected per tub tended to be positively associated with focal viral shedding rates (figure 1b; \(F_{1,12} = 4.3, p = 0.06\)) and negatively associated with focal contact rates (figure 1c; \(F_{1,12} = 7.4, p = 0.02\)) but not time aggregated with non-focals (\(F_{1,12} = 3.0, p = 0.1\)); Gosner stage was not associated. Focal contacts were negatively associated with their liver viral loads (slope: \(-5.34, F_{1,13} = 4.8, p = 0.05\)).

For non-focals, latency but not swimming or foraging predicted their susceptibility to infection (figure 2a; \(\chi^2 = 4.2, p = 0.04; n = 119\)). When infected, the probability of death was associated with development (figure 2b; \(\chi^2 = 3.7, p = 0.05\)), but not growth (\(\chi^2 = 0.01, p = 0.92\)); viral load increased time to death 0.5 times \((p < 0.0001)\). Infection delayed metamorphosis 0.5 times among survivors \((\chi^2 = 6.4, p = 0.01)\).

4. Discussion

Our study demonstrates that behavioural phenotypes can provide a predictive framework to identify infectious and susceptible individuals. Identifying such individuals, and the traits that contribute to their exposure, susceptibility and infectiousness can provide insights into disease spread [1–3,11,21,22]. We found that larval amphibians exhibit behaviours that, when measured prior to pathogen exposure, can predict infectiousness and susceptibility to ranavirus. Shorter latency-to-food and lower swimming rates predicted greater infectiousness, suggesting bolder larvae that more aggressively accessed food are more likely to contribute to a ranavirus outbreak. Transmission may be via greater interactions with conspecifics near food sources, whereas more passive larvae exhibit more solitary swimming in the water column. However, contrary to our expectations, we found an inverse relationship where more contacts led to fewer infections. This result could be due to sickness behaviours such as lethargy. Focals in this experiment exhibited a negative association between viral loads and contact rates, suggesting greater pathogen loads reduced activity and conspecific interactions. This result may reflect variation in tolerance to infection in these larvae, which if present could play an important role in the capacity for individuals to act as ‘super-spreaders’ [1]. Because viral shedding was also predictive of transmission, these results suggest that if traits such as metabolic rate and immunocompetence influence pathogen shedding rates then associated host physiological phenotypes may also be important contributors to ranavirus transmission.

Our finding that latency phenotypes also predicted infection risk among non-focal animals corroborates behavioural phenotypes as a forecasting tool. Bolder non-focal animals were more likely to become infected than solitary–passive larvae, suggesting higher viral exposure via conspecific interactions, and potentially greater susceptibility. Susceptibility to infection may vary with behavioural phenotypes if, for example, bolder individuals have reduced immunocompetence owing to allocation trade-offs with factors such as rapid growth [11,16]. Animal personality studies often find bolder phenotypes also have relatively higher metabolic, growth and development rates that trade-off with other life-history traits [10,23,24]. Indeed, in a follow-up study, we have found that metabolic rates of larval wood frogs are associated with the behavioural phenotypes described here (unpublished data, 2015). Taken together, these prospects suggest studies that testing for mechanistic links between behavioural phenotypes, resource allocation and physiological function could provide new insights into the factors underlying resistance and tolerance of infection. Given that these aspects of immunity are central to the capacity of ‘super-spreaders’ to transmit infections, this approach may provide a means to identify individuals more likely to spread disease and thus give insights into disease outbreaks that threaten wildlife and humans alike.

Data accessibility. The dataset supporting this article is available via Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.sd6jq [25].

Figure 2. Non-focal susceptibility to infection \((1 = \text{infected})\) was predicted by their latency-to-food \((a)\), and mortality \((1 = \text{dead})\) when ‘infected’ was associated with ‘development rate’ \((b)\). (Online version in colour.)
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